of all ordered triples of real numbers. This
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correspondence

is

3 RECTANGULAR COORDINATE SYSTEM

three-dimensional

rectangular

AND GRAPHS

PDF - Search results, 3.1

system., Four different types of coordinate

The Rectangular Coordinate System 125

systems are used in a CAD system at

The algebraic signs of the x -coordinate and

different stages of geometric modeling and

the y -coordinate of any point ( x , y ) in each

for different tasks. Database) Coordinator

of the four quadrants are indicated in

System â€¢ The reference Th f space off the

FIGURE 3.1.3 ., A spider is located at the

th model d l with ith respectt to t which hi h all

position (1;2) in a coordinate system where

ll of the geometrical data is stored. z Y y X x

units on each axis are feet. An ant is located

Z .Model (or World., 3.1b Rectangular

at the position (15;0) in the same coordinate
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system. Assume the location of the spider

Intermediate

after t minutes s(t) = (1+2t;2+t) and the

Rectangular Coordinate System Objectives:

location of the ant after t minutes is a(t) = (15

Chapter 3: GRAPHS AND FUNCTIONS Plot

2t;2t)., The Rectangular Coordinate System

points on a rectangular coordinate system.

3.2 3.2 OBJECTIVES 1. Graph a set of

Determine whether an ordered pair is a

ordered pairs 2. Identify plotted points 3.

solution

Scale the axes In Chapter 1, we used a

coordinate system or Cartesian plane The

number line to locate and visualize real

points in the coordinate plane are described

numbers. Such a line has been used by

by two coordinates: the x-coordinate gives

mathematicians for so many years that we

the pointâ€™s horizontal position relative to

do not know who gets credit for creating the

the

number line., origin, denoted by O, which has

pointâ€™s vertical position relative to the,

coordinates (0;0;0). There is a one-to-one

The

correspondence

in

two-dimensional coordinate system in which

xyz-space and a triple in R3, which is the set

the position of each point on the plane is

between

a

point

of

origin,

polar

Algebra

an

the

known

Section

equation.,

y-coordinate

coordinate

as

a

coordinate

3.1:

The

Rectangular

gives

system

is

the

a

DEFINITION: The polar coordinate system is
determined by an angle and a distance. The

a two-dimensional coordinate system in

distance is usually denoted rand the angle is

which each point P on a plane is determined

usually

Rectangular

by a distance r from a xed point O that is

Coordinate System 6.2 6.2 OBJECTIVES 1.

called the pole (or origin) and an angle from

Give the coordinates of a set of points on the

a xed direction., A projected coordinate

plane 2. Graph the points corresponding to a

system is always based on a geographic

set of ordered ... the cartesian coordinate

coordinate system that is based on a sphere

system, named in honor of its inventor,

or spheroid. In a projected coordinate

RenÃ© Descartes (1596â€“1650), a French

system, locations are identified by x,y

mathematician and philosopher. x is x is

coordinates on a grid, with the origin

denoted

.,

The

negative positive y x, common is the
Cartesian or rectangular coordinate system
(xyz). Probably the second most common
and of paramount importance for astronomy
is

the

system

of

spherical

or

polar

coordinates (r,Î¸,Ï†). Less common but still
very important are the cylindrical coordinates
(r,Ï‘,z).

There

are

a

total

of

thirteen

orthogonal, Chapter 3 Vectors 3.1 Vector
Analysis ... (3.1.9) 3.2 Cartesian Coordinate
System

Physics

involve

the

study

of

phenomena that we observe in the world. In
order

to

connect

the

phenomena

to

mathematics we begin by introducing the
concept of a coordinate system. A coordinate
system consists of four basic elements:,
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